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Grand Rapids, Michigan, March 1, 2007 
 
 
A NEW SYSTEM.  National Nail Corp., a national distributor of building products for residential 
construction, is pleased to announce the launch of their latest innovation in cap systems 
technology - the STINGER CH38 Cap Hammer.   
 
THE NEW STANDARD.  The STINGER CH38 is the first airless cap system to deliver the 
holding power of a cap with the speed and ease of a hammer tacker.  It sets the new standard 
for securing roofing felt and housewrap. 
 
The STINGER CH38 promotes best practice.  “Many contractors currently use hammer tackers 
to secure felt and housewrap to dry-in their homes, using thousands of staples that leave holes 
that moisture can penetrate,” says Brian Nieber, National Product & Sales Manager – Specialty 
Products.  “Caps help seal out moisture, and because caps provide better holding power, they 
significantly reduce the risk of blow-offs.  That’s why caps are a recommended best practice by 
many housewrap manufacturers like DuPont.”  Caps and staples for the STINGER CH38 Cap 
Hammer are sold in STINGER StaplePacs that contain 12 rolls of 168 collated caps and 24 
strips of 84 staples. 
 
The STINGER CH38 also delivers value.  Priced like a hammer tacker, it gets the job done for a 
fraction of the cost of a pneumatic cap stapler.  “That makes the STINGER CH38 the perfect 
cap delivery system for those contractors who want to promote best practice installation but 
don’t want the hassle or expense of a hose, compressor, and power requirements associated 
with a pneumatic tool,” says Nieber. 
 
National Nail Corp. is the leader in cap systems technology.  The STINGER CH38 joins the 
Crossfire® Cap Stapler from Spotnails and the Hitachi® NV50AP3 Cap Nailer, both used for 
residential roofing and sidewall applications, and the RT2 Revolution® Cap Nailer from National 
Nail used for covering wood decks in commercial settings. 
 
National Nail Corp. is an employee-owned company headquartered in Grand Rapids, MI.  For 
more information, visit www.nationalnail.com. 
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